S.No

Nature Of Objection

CGHS Allopathic Raised Objections
Explanation / Objection Raised

Question Id

1

Incorrect answer key

4735161

2
3

Multiple correct answers
Incorrect answer key

4735161
4735161

4

Any other mistake

4735161

5

Incorrect answer key

4735161

6

Incorrect answer key

4735161

7
8
9

All options incorrect
Multiple correct answers
Multiple correct answers

4735161
4735161
4735161

10 Multiple correct answers

4735161

11 Incorrect / Ambiguous question
12 Multiple correct answers
13 Incorrect answer key

4735162
4735162
4735162

SME Explanation

sir when we are using the adjectives it represnt the skill of the person.
in front of the adjectives we will use the preposition 'the' instead of 'a'
ansers
answer 1 is correct
Thise questions paper is hindi language not generated because the cghs
pattern in nagpur
Before the adjectives The can be used .
We want the electrician with a good knowledge of English.Here
electrician is not a Common word he is having specific information is
that he is with a good knowledge of English, so THE is correct article
here.
result
ALPT17319850557
An & the option no 4
The first option ( 1.an,the) is also correct because we can use defnite
articles i.e THE before ADJECTIVES (good).ex: the rich.the blind,the
good etc
The door bell rang thrice until we were having dinner.
in this question the answer can be "during" or "while"
duruing is the answer

Valid / Invalid
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid

Key is 1. that is the correct answer .The can be used with electrician
when the sentence is 'We want the electrician who has a good
knowledge of Engish." so 'an---a' is the answer.

Invalid
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid

14 Any other mistake

4735162

changing my answers in answer key. Ques.. id 4735162 i am ticking
option 1st means during how tick on while, i remember very well what i
am choosing in exam hall that mistake not only one answers thats
mistake on 22 questions i am choosing other in exam hall and at a time
i am seen in answer key ticking another answer. pls resolve this kind of
mistak all answers remember very well what i am choosing in hall. pls
do needfull its my and parents carrier

15 Incorrect answer key
16 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

4735163
4735163

Explanation
Explain elaborately

17 Incorrect answer key

4735164

Has changed (OPTION 4) must be the option since had changed will be
answer if some intermediate event was explained.

Invalid

18 Multiple correct answers

4735164

PAST TENSES SHOULD NOT COME TOGETHER... HAD CHANGED

Invalid

19 Incorrect answer key

4735164

sir we cant use two past tenses in a sentence so it should be has
changed so fourth option should be the correct answer sir thank you

Invalid

20 Incorrect answer key

4735164

The question was in past tense and the The word everything must be
follwed by plural verb" has changed" will suit...

Invalid

The key is 4. That is the only possible answer. Rest are good
distractors.you cannot use during or, until or till in this sentence.
Invalid

the key is 1. here 'because' is the correct word. Others don't make
sense.

Invalid
Invalid

21 Incorrect answer key
22 Incorrect answer key

4735164
4735164

Option 2 has changed is the correct answerit is a present perfect tense

23 Any other mistake

4735164

I visited my school in the village after twenty years, i found that
everything changed.Translation in hindi-????? 20 ?????? ?? ??? ????
??? ???? ????? ?? ???? ????, ????? ???? ?? ????? ??? ??? So in this
question changed is the right answer.My answer is correct , According
to questions first part of tense changed will come, but had changed will
not comeWas changed will come in place of changed ,but was changed
is not in option.So my chosen answer According to questions is
correct.because According to first tense of meaning changed is
appropriate, otherwise was changed.So my answer is correct.

24 Incorrect answer key

4735165

The answer is in between 94&95 then the answer will be near to 95

25 Incorrect answer key

4735165

26 Any other mistake

4735166

27 Multiple correct answers

4735168

28 Incorrect answer key

4735168

In this question the correct answer is 2
I selected correct option 3 but it shows wrong option 4 in response
sheet please review my answer sheet .
Uncourteous and Discourteous both are correct answer
As adjectives the difference between discourteous and uncourteous is
that discourteous is impolite; lacking consideration for others while
uncourteous is not courteous; impolite, rude.Option 1 is the correct
answer

29 Multiple correct answers

4735168

30 Multiple correct answers

4735168

31 Multiple correct answers

4735169

32 Any other mistake

4735169

33 Multiple correct answers

47351611

34 Incorrect answer key

47351612

Invalid

has changed is correct answer instead of had changed

Word- CourteousAntonyms of courteous is uncourteous.So option 1 of
this question correct.so my answer is correct.Antonyms: uncourteous,
bad-mannered, thoughtless, unmindful, unrefined, rude, mean,
disrespectful, inconsiderate, inattentive, heedless, uncivil, unkind,
impolite, unmannerly, discourteous.www.thesaurus.com
Uncourteous(option 1) and discourteous(option 2) both are antonym
to courteous .Thus confusion was created and some other answer was
marked by me.
Dog senna and palthe senna
I selected correct option but it show wrong option which is I did not
select so please review my answer.
gipsy also wronggypsy is right
'among' could not be the right answer, doing so leads to 2 subject
at the start of the question. also if have been is selected as
INCORRECT even then originality of sentence and meaning does not
changed. therefore the right answer should be have been.

The key is 4. That is the only possible answer. Here past perfect is ito be
used to express the event competed before a given moment in the past.

Invalid

Invalid

the key is 4. The sentence is in superlative degree.

Invalid
Invalid

the key is 3. option 4 is wrong.

Invalid
Invalid
Invalid

the appropriate word is 'discourteous'. Others are not correct.
Invalid

Invalid
Invalid
the key is 2.

Invalid

the key is 4. Ginger is wrongly spelt here.

Invalid

the key is 1. in place of among, it should be between.

Invalid

35 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351613

36 Incorrect answer key

47351613

37 Incorrect answer key

47351613

38 Any other mistake

39 Incorrect answer key

47351614

the synonyms of deduct are substract,take away ,debit etc ...so we can
use the word 'deduct' in the given question
Income tax will deduct after the submission of IT declaration, Than
based on the source of income after eligibility calculation tax will be
deduct from salary.
'deduct' reveals the action happened and it can not be INCORRECT it
has to be there in the sentence otherwise sentence does not make any
sense.
i am giving all Ques. IDs 47351614,4735162,4735166,47351627,47351639,47351625,47351641,
47351654,47351673,47351689,47351690,47351663,47351677,473516
71,47351670,4735169,47351674,47351687,47351699,47351669,47351
683,47351661 in all questions change my options but all are correct
because i am workin in 1.5 years in company and regulary making
intestinal buffer 6.8 so its not my mistake, why i am selecting 7-9 i am
not mad pls its my carrier dont play this exam not imporant for u but in
my life so important so pls do coreect other 3 question are in my sheet
that are wrong but options allready changed

Invalid
the key is 2. in place of deduct, it should be deducted.that is the error
here.

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

the key is 2. in place of 'will now paying', it should be 'will now be
paying.that is the error here.

47351614

Until is the error here...

Invalid

40 Incorrect answer key

47351614

'will now paying' has to be in the sentence it can not be regarded as
INCORRECT instead correct answer should be 'until' doing so does not
change the meaning of sentence whereas if 'will now paying' is selected
leads to change the meaning of the sentence and also does not make
any sense to understand it.

Invalid

41 Incorrect answer key

47351614

according to the answer key the answer is given "will now paying" but
according to me the answer should be "untill"

Invalid

42 Incorrect answer key

47351616

43 Multiple correct answers

47351617

44 Any other mistake

In allopathy question set Que no 33 reyes syndrome ans give in
answer key is Acetoaminophen .sir is it correct i read in many refe book
the key is 2. That is the correct structure of the sentence.
reyes syndrome is associated with Aspirin....sir plz tell me what is
correct ans
Option 1 could be the correct answer, as maitaining adequate stock is
one of the main function of C&F agency.

47351617

First I selected option 3 and press save & next but before submit I
reviewed answers then I changed option as 4 which is correct but in
my response sheet the option is not updated so please review my
response sheet

47351617

Answer: The digging for laying the pipeline is being
finished.Explanation: In Passive voice first Verb+ing+total sentence.

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid
the key is 2. that is the correct passive form of the given sentence.

45 Incorrect answer key

Invalid

46 Incorrect answer key

47351617

We can not use A article before adjective good but we can use the in it
because it is talking about specific thing.

Invalid

47 Multiple correct answers
48 Translation error

47351617
47351618

Had change may also be correct
Ans 3

Invalid
Invalid

49 Any other mistake

47351618

Here, the question is from voices(active and passive voice)which was
not mentioned in the syllabus given by cghs.ts.nic.in

50 Any other mistake

47351620

47351620,47351612both questions are correct pls dont do this i am so
the key is 3.
upset pls for godshake pls check my PC thats i am using C100 is my PC

Invalid

51 Any other mistake

47351621

First I selected option 4 then click on save & next but before submit I
reviewed and selected option 1 which is correct answer but in my
answer sheet it is not updated as correct answer so please review my
answer sheet

Not an SME Issue, Please Review any action required.

Invalid

52 Multiple correct answers

47351621

as the pythogoraus formula root of 1 squire plus 5 squire equal to 26
root which is not five Sa mention in the answer key.

This Objection is invalid as its not related to the question that was set,
please check if this is an objection raised for any other question within
Math set by another SME.

Invalid

53 Any other mistake

47351622

Not an SME Issue, Please Review any action required.

Invalid

54 Difficulty level high
55 Difficulty level high

47351622
47351622

I selected correct answer which is option 2 but in my response sheet it
shows option 4 which is wrong answer .so please review the my
answer sheet...
difficulty level is high as compared to respective post.
difficulty level is high as compared to respective post.

Invalid
Invalid

56 Difficulty level high

47351624

I don't think this place so familiar that every one should know

57 Any other mistake

47351624

Out of syllabus. Only you gave indian geography in syllabus but this
question from world geography. So add the mark or delete the
question.

58 Any other mistake

47351624

Out of syllabus. You gave only indian geography in syllabus but this is
from world geography. So please delete or add the mark for this
question.

59 Any other mistake

47351624

As this question is related to World Geography not to indian
Geography as it is situated in Uzbekistan .WORLD GEOGRAPHY is not
mentioned in the syllabus given by CGHS so it is out of syllabus.

It is a question of medium level difficulty as stipulated
It is a question of medium level difficulty as stipulated
This Objection is only an opinion and not relevant to the accuracy of
the question
The Syllabus specified in the work order was as follows:
Syllabus – General Knowledge (10+2 level)
Create a mix of GK and Current Affairs.
Therefore this question is very much within the syllabus.
The Syllabus specified in the work order was as follows:
Syllabus – General Knowledge (10+2 level)
Create a mix of GK and Current Affairs.
Therefore this question is very much within the syllabus.
The Syllabus specified in the work order was as follows:
Syllabus – General Knowledge (10+2 level)
Create a mix of GK and Current Affairs.
Therefore this question is very much within the syllabus.

60 Any other mistake

47351625

the indian army also signed the MOU with AXIS BANK for DEFENCE
SALARY PACKAGE in APRIL 2018 i.e on 13th april 2018

h p://www.india.com/business/indian-army-hdfc-bank-sign-memorandum-of-undertaking-on-defence-salary-pac
Invalid

61 Any other mistake

47351625

I selected correct option 3 which is correct but in my response sheet it
shows option 1 .so please review my response sheet

The MOU with SBI was signed in July not in April Therefore this
objection isnt valid

the key is 2. the tense in the active form should match with the passive
form of the given sentence.

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

62 Any other mistake

47351627

I selected correct option for this question which is option 4 but in my
answer sheet it is not updated so please review my answer sheet....

Not an SME Issue, Please Review any action required.

Invalid

63 Multiple correct answers

47351627

the signed between india and afganistan food safety and standard
authority,ministry of health and family welfare and ministery of
agriculture,irrigation & livestock,afganistan

According to the link it is clear that the question was pertinent and
specific to april therefore the objection is invalid

Invalid

64 Any other mistake

47351627

Incomplete question

?? This is just a misleading objection and is irrelevant to the validity of
the question

Invalid

65 Any other mistake

47351629

I selected correct answer option 1 but in my response sheet it shows
option 4 . So please review answer sheet ...

Not an SME Issue Please Review any action required.

Invalid

66 Difficulty level high

47351630

difficulty level is high as compared to respective post.

The Greenhouse effect is studied by students right from early stages,
also the role of Carbon Dioxide is a well articulated topic of study,
therefore the level of difficulty is apropriate as suggested in the paper.

Invalid

67 Difficulty level high
68 Difficulty level high
69 Difficulty level high

47351630
47351630
47351630

It is Difficult to say answer....
Can't get the question
VERY DIFFICULTY QUESTION TO ESTIMATE

Same as above
??? - The questions is pretty self explanatory and clear
Same as specified for objections 1 and 2 of this question

Invalid
Invalid
Invalid

70 Difficulty level high

47351630

answer is is totally predictive.the CO2 released in the air and its
concentration may affect by various factors in the environment for e.g.
if land is planted with trees then there will be more photosynthesis,
transpiration and hence more utilisation of atmospheric CO2 or wise
versa if land freed by cutting the trees.

The question isn't predictive but specific, because it isn't related to
circumstances... it is in fact specific about the overall level of CO2
already in the air and isnt concerned with how the CO2 got there to
begin with.

Invalid

71 Difficulty level high

47351630

Not the level of this exam.highly difficult to answer !!

Same as specified for objections 1, 2 and 4 of this question

Invalid

72 Difficulty level high

47351633

difficulty level is high as compared to respective post.

This objection is irrelevant to the validity of the question. The question
is a pertinent one as it not only related to science but is of national
importance as well therefore making it an easy one.

Invalid

73 Any other mistake

47351634

I selected correct option for this question which is option 2 but in my
answer sheet shows option 1 which is wrong answer .so please review
my answer sheet

Not an SME Issue, Please Review any action required.

Invalid

74 Difficulty level high

47351634

It is a very very difficult GK question

This objection is a matter of opinion and is not related to the validity of
the question therefore it is invalid.

Invalid

75 Difficulty level high

47351636

DIFFICULTY .. ABOUT ENGLISH NOVELS FOR A PERSON

??? This objection is a matter of opinion and is not related to the
validity of the question therefore it is invalid.

Invalid

76 Any other mistake

47351636

I selected correct option which is option 4 but in my response sheet it
shows wrong answer which is option 4.so please review my answer
sheet

Not an SME Issue, Please Review any action required.

Invalid

47351636

Question difficulty level is high and does not found such question arise
from given syllabus of subject.

Again the syllabus for this GK set as specified in the work order was:
Syllabus – General Knowledge (10+2 level)
Create a mix of GK and Current Affairs.
Therefore this question is very much within the syllabus.

Invalid

47351636

This question comes under British History. It is not related to indian
history and is not mentioned in the general knowledge syllabus given
by cghs as Sherlock Homes was written by British author Sir Arthur
canon Doyle so it is out of syllabus

Same as above

Invalid

47351637

Question is out of syllabus. Question is not clearly Found from given
syllabus.

Again the syllabus for this GK set as specified in the work order was:
Syllabus – General Knowledge (10+2 level)
Create a mix of GK and Current Affairs.
Therefore this question is very much within the syllabus.

Invalid

80 Incorrect answer key

47351637

option-1-kalamkari correct tamarind used in
kalamkarihttp://www.dsource.in/resource/kalamkari-painting/toolsand-raw-materialsbut tamarnid not used in
pattachirahttp://www.dsource.in/resource/patachitra-paintingbhubaneswar-orissa/making-process

Kalamkari is called as such because of the use of a penlike tool and is
predominantly a textile craft therefore there is no use of tamarind
paste. The links given by candidates ar invalid as they are misleading
sources please refer to the link shared in the adjacent column.

Invalid

81 Any other mistake

47351637

NOT INCLUDED IN THE SYLLABUS

Same as specified for objection 1

Invalid

82 Incorrect answer key

47351637

https://books.google.co.in/books?id=i4pvVOd2L0cC&pg=PA587&lpg=P
A587&dq=kalamkari+painting+tamarind+seeds&source=bl&ots=uSLC9B
It is not clear if this candidate has chosen the correct answer or not,
10xt&sig=I4FFWSzdSr6obDFEtT5r0ulaZ9g&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj
which is not an SME isue. For clarity regarding the topic please refer to
wrOfVjvjbAhWVbisKHSZsCAIQ6AEIRzAJ#v=onepage&q=kalamkari%20pa
the link shared in the adjacent column.
inting%20tamarind%20seeds&f=falseOption 2 is the correct answer. all
answers which am giving is my opion only. please check

Invalid

83 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351637

irrrilivant question for the post

?? This objection is not related to the validity of the question

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

77 Difficulty level high

78 Any other mistake

79 Difficulty level high

84 Difficulty level high

47351638

NOT INCLUDED IN SYLLABUS

Again the syllabus for this GK set as specified in the work order was:
Syllabus – General Knowledge (10+2 level)
Create a mix of GK and Current Affairs.
Therefore this question is very much within the syllabus.

85 Difficulty level high

47351638

Which class related to this chapter or subject... wether it was current
issue or anything...

Same as specified for objection 1

86 Difficulty level high

47351638

difficulty level is high as compared to respective post.

87 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351638

88 Any other mistake

47351641

89 Multiple correct answers

47351642

The question clearly state that the level of difficulty is in fact difficult
therefore this objection is invalid.
irrrilivant question and difficulty level is high
Same as specified for objection 1, 2 and 3
NO RELATION ... CROAK IS THE SOUND PRODUCED AND NO RELATION COCK is the sound of CROW, in the same way as HOWL is the sound of
WITH THE CROW AND COCK WITH JACKAL
JACKAL. So, option 4 is the correct answer.
I have mistaken
Option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid

90 Any other mistake

47351643

chance to correct ans 4

Option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

47351644

question is either incorrect or missing some other information to solve
it. the question was very difficult also.

Let D and S be the number of Daughters & Sons respectively. Then we
have: D - 1 = S and
2(S - 1) = D. Solving these two, we get D = 4
and S = 2. Thus number of daughters in the family is 4. So, option 1 is
the correct answer.

Invalid

Question not clearly understand and difficulty level also high

Let D and S be the number of Daughters & Sons respectively. Then we
have: D - 1 = S and
2(S - 1) = D. Solving these two, we get D = 4
and S = 2. Thus number of daughters in the family is 4. So, option 1 is
the correct answer.

Invalid

2 is also correct answer

Let D and S be the number of Daughters & Sons respectively. Then we
have: D - 1 = S and
2(S - 1) = D. Solving these two, we get D = 4
and S = 2. Thus number of daughters in the family is 4. So, option 1 is
the correct answer.

Invalid

47351644

Wrong AnswerPlease check Again

Let D and S be the number of Daughters & Sons respectively. Then we
have: D - 1 = S and
2(S - 1) = D. Solving these two, we get D = 4
and S = 2. Thus number of daughters in the family is 4. So, option 1 is
the correct answer.

Invalid

95 Incorrect answer key

47351645

as per statements Neeraj is an organised person so option 1 is correct.
It is not necessary to consider Neeraj is an industrious person

96 Incorrect answer key

47351645

Because 2nd conclusion ka koi relation nhi h 1st se

47351645

Key given was option 1 it says both conclusions are true. But conclusion
2 talks about industrious nature which was not given in question.
Taking Neeraj as industrious person will only be assumption but it's not
true as per question statements. I would suggest option 3 as correct
answer which is apt for the given question. So please review it.

Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.

Invalid

47351645

option no. 2 is correct.

Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.

Invalid

47351645

In that question how come we can know neeraj is an industrious
person, meaning of industrious is hard working, None of the two
statements states he is industrious. In spite of his busy schedule does
not mean he is industrious.Please correct the answer.

Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.

Invalid

91 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

92 Translation error

93 Multiple correct answers

94 Incorrect answer key

97 Incorrect answer key

98 Incorrect answer key

99 Incorrect answer key

47351644

47351644

Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.
Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.

Invalid

Invalid

47351645

industries are organised sector but in the statement that is not
mentioned so that only 1 follows or if we go beyond the statement and
includes industrial sector in organised sector still the service sector is
there it is not an industry but included in organised sector so only one
follows i think if give both as the right options controverse may clear
please consider my statements for correcting

Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.

Invalid

47351645

Statement1)Neeraj is an organised person.2)Neeraj, in spite of his busy
schedule, find time for rest.Neeraj is an organised person.But it can not
proved by statements.Neeraj is an industrious person. Neeraj can be a
artists, politicians, social worker ,government employee. So Neeraj is
busy and find time for rest.So According to statements 1 and 2. Only
conclusion 1 follow. So option 1 is correct.So my answer is correct.

Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.

Invalid

102 Incorrect answer key

47351645

conclusion 1 show all organised people find rest,so 1 conclusion is
rightoption 3

103 Incorrect answer key

47351645

104 Incorrect answer key

47351645

105 Incorrect answer key

47351645

106 Difficulty level high

47351645

107 Incorrect answer key

47351645

108 Multiple correct answers

47351645

100 Multiple correct answers

101 Any other mistake

Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.
Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
in this question correct ans is 2
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.
Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
Neeraj is busy but that doesn't makes him industrious.OPTION 3 is
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
correct than OPTION 2
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.
Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
busy schedule doesn't indicate he is an industrial person. As per
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
statement he is an organised person, so only conclusion I follows.
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.
Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
Option 4 "only conclution 1 follows" could be the answer, because
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
being busy means not industrious always. So, the perfect answer could
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
be option 4.
answer.
Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
Wrong AnswerPlz Check Again...
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.
Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
Service sector includes hospitals that are not comes under industry
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

109 Difficulty level high

110 Incorrect answer key

47351645

Out of syllabus

No, the question is asked from what is given in the syllabus.

Invalid

47351645

This is the question of statement and conclusions so we have to make
conclusions from the data giiven in statements , though industrious
means hard working, but this data is not given in any of the statements
so its accurate conclusion from the given data only is the- Neeraj is an
organised person.

Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.

Invalid

Invalid

111 Difficulty level high

47351645

its correct but its not directly mentioned in statements

Neeraj has a very busy schedule. This means that he is industrious. But
still he finds time for rest. This means that he is an organised person.
So, both conclusions I and II follow. Hence option 4 is the only correct
answer.

112 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351646

incorrectly designed

The pattern is ÷6, ÷ 5, ÷ 4, ÷ 3. Therefore the missing term is 2200 ÷ 4 =
550. Hence option 3 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

113 Translation error

47351646

TRANSLATION INCORRECT

The pattern is ÷6, ÷ 5, ÷ 4, ÷ 3. Therefore the missing term is 2200 ÷ 4 =
550. Hence option 3 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

114 Difficulty level high

47351649

So time consuming.

Person hear by 'ear' and as given, 'ear' is called 'neck'. So, 'neck' is the
answer. Hence option 4 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

115 Incorrect answer key

47351649

If Ear is called Neck and Neck is called Mouth, then the answer would
be Mouth.. Once verify that please

Person hear by 'ear' and as given, 'ear' is called 'neck'. So, 'neck' is the
answer. Hence option 4 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

116 Incorrect answer key

47351649

In the question itself shows ear is neck and neck is mouth.

Person hear by 'ear' and as given, 'ear' is called 'neck'. So, 'neck' is the
answer. Hence option 4 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

117 Multiple correct answers

47351649

Ear is called neck. But neck is called mouth.So person hear by neck, but
neck is called mouth.So answer is mouth also consider Correct
Person hear by 'ear' and as given, 'ear' is called 'neck'. So, 'neck' is the
According to question.because neck is called mouth.So option 3 is also answer. Hence option 4 is the only correct answer.
correct.

Invalid

118 Multiple correct answers

47351650

The pattern is x : (x ÷ 2 +1).
That is 10 : (10 ÷
21 also correct as missing sequence 42:21 gives 6:3 ratio.10:6 gives 5:3
2 + 1=6).
Similarly 42 : (42 ÷ 2 + 1 = 22).
ratio,so correct option is 21
Hence 42 : 22.
So, option 3 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

119 Any other mistake

47351650

the question is incorrect or the answer is given incorrect.

The pattern is x : (x ÷ 2 +1).
That is 10 : (10 ÷
2 + 1=6).
Similarly 42 : (42 ÷ 2 + 1 = 22).
Hence 42 : 22.
So, option 3 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

120 All options incorrect

47351650

10:6::42:xHence,10/6=42/xx=42*6/10x=252/10x=25.2

The pattern is x : (x ÷ 2 +1).
That is 10 : (10 ÷
2 + 1=6).
Similarly 42 : (42 ÷ 2 + 1 = 22).
Hence 42 : 22.
So, option 3 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

121 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351650

NO CORRELATION FOR THE TERMSGIVEN

The pattern is x : (x ÷ 2 +1).
That is 10 : (10 ÷
2 + 1=6).
Similarly 42 : (42 ÷ 2 + 1 = 22).
Hence 42 : 22.
So, option 3 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

122 Incorrect answer key

47351651

WHEN SEEN THROUGH MIRROR... 3.30 WILL APPEAR AS 9.30

When seen through a mirror, a clock shows 3:30, the correct time is
8.30. So, option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

123 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351651

Question ask for time .but in mirror we can not change digits .If
question say that in mirror 3.30 show which type of image of time or
correct time image than we put 8.30 plz cack iy

When seen through a mirror, a clock shows 3:30, the correct time is
8.30. So, option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

124 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351651

Framing of question is not proper

When seen through a mirror, a clock shows 3:30, the correct time is
8.30. So, option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

125 Incorrect answer key

47351651

WHEN WE SEE THE CLOCK DIRECTLY THE TIME IS 09:30 BUT NOT
08:30. HENCE THE CORRECT ANSWER SHALL BE OPTION (4).

When seen through a mirror, a clock shows 3:30, the correct time is
8.30. So, option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

126 Any other mistake

47351651

3:30 mirror image is 9:30 in mirror image left right are change

When seen through a mirror, a clock shows 3:30, the correct time is
8.30. So, option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

127 Incorrect answer key

47351651

option no. 3 is correct.

When seen through a mirror, a clock shows 3:30, the correct time is
8.30. So, option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

128 Incorrect answer key

47351651

when 3:30 will be seen in mirror it will show opposite that is 9:30 not
8:30

When seen through a mirror, a clock shows 3:30, the correct time is
8.30. So, option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

129 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351651

8.30 is mirror image of 3.30 not correct time .bcz time is same always it When seen through a mirror, a clock shows 3:30, the correct time is
is not change in any case .
8.30. So, option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

130 Incorrect answer key

47351651

In mirror clock shows time as 9.30 if the time is 3.30

When seen through a mirror, a clock shows 3:30, the correct time is
8.30. So, option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

131 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351651

correct ans is 9.30

When seen through a mirror, a clock shows 3:30, the correct time is
8.30. So, option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

132 Incorrect answer key

47351651

If mirror shows 3.30 the real time will be 9.30.because the mirror
always shows opposite side of real image.then 3 opposite number is
9.so the real time should be 9.30

When seen through a mirror, a clock shows 3:30, the correct time is
8.30. So, option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

133 Incorrect answer key

47351651

When we observe time in mirror 3:30 appears to be as 9;30. not as
8:30. i opted correct one

When seen through a mirror, a clock shows 3:30, the correct time is
8.30. So, option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

134 Multiple correct answers

47351652

I think When our friend is not inviting to her birthday party it was not a
Though she is your friend she has not invited to the party it will not be
big problem at all, a friend is always friend. if she invites or not, but we
good to attend the party as an uninvited friend. So, option 1 is the
sincerely attend the party. Why because we are not his family
correct answer.
members. She invites are not as a friend attends her party.

135 Multiple correct answers

47351652

Both b and d options can choose for this question..there is an another
possibility that..I should attend the party even though friend didn't
invite me,.because we are friends.

Though she is your friend she has not invited to the party it will not be
good to attend the party as an uninvited friend. So, option 1 is the
correct answer.

Invalid

136 Multiple correct answers

47351652

Since it says the friend has not invited me to a birthday party,then
being angry and 'hold it against her'(option1) must be an appropriate
answer than 'send her wishes'.Both of them can be an option.

Though she is your friend she has not invited to the party it will not be
good to attend the party as an uninvited friend. So, option 1 is the
correct answer.

Invalid

137 Multiple correct answers

47351652

FOR APPROPRIATE CORRECT ANSWERS... ANY OPTION COULD BE
CORRECT... IT DEPENDS ON INDIVIDUAL THINKING

Though she is your friend she has not invited to the party it will not be
good to attend the party as an uninvited friend. So, option 1 is the
correct answer.

Invalid

138 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351652

Question is incorrect/not complete and could not be understood
Though she is your friend she has not invited to the party it will not be
properly. The nature of question fails to stand good. If possible request
good to attend the party as an uninvited friend. So, option 1 is the
you to explain the question for my enlightenment. my mail id is
correct answer.
harishmysa.niper2013@gmail.comThank youSincerely

Invalid

139 Incorrect answer key

47351652

option no. 3 is correct.

140 Multiple correct answers

47351652

Esme hm kisi ki mentality kese bta sakte h

141 Incorrect answer key

47351653

option no.1 is correct.

142 Any other mistake

47351653

I selected correct option as 1 but answer sheet shows selected option
as 3 so please review my answer sheet.

143 All options incorrect

47351653

In the question triangle is tilted to 45 degree and overlapped on
An element identical to the existing element appears. It gets vertically
previous triangle. then if square is tilte to 45 degree and overlapped
inverted and gets attached to the existing element. Therefore option 2
then option 2 is not showing any overlapping so all options are incorrect is the only correct answer.

Invalid

144 Incorrect answer key

47351653

Triangle will rotate 45 degrees to form the resulting figure likewise
square will rotate 45 degrees to form option 3.

An element identical to the existing element appears. It gets vertically
inverted and gets attached to the existing element. Therefore option 2
is the only correct answer.

Invalid

Though she is your friend she has not invited to the party it will not be
good to attend the party as an uninvited friend. So, option 1 is the
correct answer.
Though she is your friend she has not invited to the party it will not be
good to attend the party as an uninvited friend. So, option 1 is the
correct answer.
An element identical to the existing element appears. It gets vertically
inverted and gets attached to the existing element. Therefore option 2
is the only correct answer.
An element identical to the existing element appears. It gets vertically
inverted and gets attached to the existing element. Therefore option 2
is the only correct answer.

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

145 Incorrect answer key

47351654

correct ans is 1 you given 3rd option

146 Multiple correct answers

47351654

this question is having multiple answer

147 Multiple correct answers

47351654

Option 2 also show the relation

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

Invalid
'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

148 Incorrect answer key

149 Incorrect answer key

150 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351654

Option 1 shows that N is grand father of Mand Option 2 shows that M
is grand father of NSo answer 2 is correct

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

47351654

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
option 3 is supposed to be correct.Since N+R+M refers to N is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
daughter of R and R is daughter of M. Therefore N is grand daughter of
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
M. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

47351654

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

IN QUESTION ONLY X & Y INCLUDED... BUT IN ANSWERS R ,L,M,Q,S,N

151 Multiple correct answers

152 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

153 Multiple correct answers

47351654

47351654

47351654

Except 1st option all answers showing correct relationship between M
and N

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

L=m means L is the father of M ,here gender of M is Unknown .In
question M should be male ..so wrong answer... First option is correct
sir

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

option no. 3 is also correct.

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

154 Incorrect answer key

155 Multiple correct answers

156 Multiple correct answers

47351654

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
Q is mother of MM is father of RR is father of Nso M is the grand father father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
of N1st option Q#M=R=N is the correct answer
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

47351654

2 options are correct

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

Both option 1&2 are correct

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

47351654

157 Incorrect answer key

158 Incorrect answer key

159 Incorrect answer key

47351654

47351654

47351654

sir it will not indicate the grandfather so it should be in first option sir

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

3rd answer is correct. Q#M=R=N.Q is the mother of M, who is the
Father of R, who is the Father of N.

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

Correct option is no 2

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

160 Multiple correct answers

161 Multiple correct answers

162 Incorrect answer key

47351654

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
The key is not correct. 2,4 options are correct.these options indicate M father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
is grand father of N
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

47351654

Option 1 is also correct answer

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

Key given was option 1 as per option 1 M will not become grandfather
of N. In fact in option 1 gender of M is unknown. The correct option
would be option 2. In option 2 M is grandfather of N as per blood
relation rules. So please review the given key.

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

47351654

163 Difficulty level high

164 Multiple correct answers

165 Incorrect answer key

47351654

47351654

47351654

This question is very difficult and high level. Please add the marks for
this.

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

N$R+S+MN$R mean N is the brother of R.R+S mean R is the daughter
of S.S+M mean S is the daughter of M.N and R is brother and sister. So
N is the son of S and M is the father of S.So M is the Grandfather of
N.So option 2 is correct. My answer is correct.

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

Option 3 is the correct answer, this only follows the statement " M is
the grandfather of N". Option 1 is incorrect because it follows the
statement " N is the grandfather of M".

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

166 Difficulty level high

167 Incorrect answer key

168 Multiple correct answers

47351654

47351654

47351654

High level question and very confused and tuff question. So add the
mark for this question.

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

Q is mother of M,M is father of R,R is father of N , hence M is a grand
father of N

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

option 1 is also correct i.e N+R+M because N is daughter of R and R
is daughter of M so finally M is grandfather of N.

'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the father of N; S is the
brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father of S and L; S is the
father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N. So, option 1 is the
only correct answer. From option 2: M is either grandfather or
grandmother of N. 'R*N = S $ L= M' means R is the sister of N; S is the
father of N; S is the brother of L; M is the father of L. Thus, M is father
of S and L; S is the father of R and N. Hence M is the grandfather of N.
So, option 1 is the only correct answer. From option 2: M is either
grandfather or grandmother of N . From option 3: N is the grandfather
of M. From option 4: M is either grandfather or grandmother of N. So,
option 1 is the only correct answer.
Thermaining three options are wrong.

Invalid

169 Incorrect answer key

47351655

One teacher is responsible for 19 students, so for 1800 students it
coming 94.4,so the final answer is 95

Clearly, out of every 20 persons, there is one student. So, number of
teachers = 1800/20 = 90. So, option 3 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

170 Incorrect answer key

47351655

Ans-95(1800/95=18.95=19)key shows ans-90(1800/90=20not equal to
19)

Clearly, out of every 20 persons, there is one student. So, number of
teachers = 1800/20 = 90. So, option 3 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

171 Incorrect answer key

47351655

95 is the answer

Clearly, out of every 20 persons, there is one student. So, number of
teachers = 1800/20 = 90. So, option 3 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

172 Incorrect answer key

47351655

sir 95 is the correct answer

Clearly, out of every 20 persons, there is one student. So, number of
teachers = 1800/20 = 90. So, option 3 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

173 Incorrect answer key

47351655

actual answer is 95 please correct it

Clearly, out of every 20 persons, there is one student. So, number of
teachers = 1800/20 = 90. So, option 3 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

174 Any other mistake

47351655

1800 /19 gives 95 so teachers are 95

Clearly, out of every 20 persons, there is one student. So, number of
teachers = 1800/20 = 90. So, option 3 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

175 All options incorrect

47351655

After solving question all option are incorrect

Clearly, out of every 20 persons, there is one student. So, number of
teachers = 1800/20 = 90. So, option 3 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

176 Incorrect answer key

47351658

6-french-2-115-hindi-16-english-2-1Two can speak 2languages and
1can speak all languagesSo total 27-4-3=20

177 Incorrect answer key

47351658

6+15+6= 27 -(2+1)= 24 correct ans sir

178 Multiple correct answers

47351658

6 CAN SPEAK FRENCH, 6 ENGLISH, 15 FRENCH ... TOTAL 27 AMONG
THOSE 2 CAN SPEAK 2 LANGUAGES ONE CAN SPEAK 3 LANGUAGES....
IF WE DEDUCT 27-3 =24 OR 27-4=23 0R 27-2= 25

179 All options incorrect
180 Difficulty level high

47351658
47351658

correct option is 22
high level question

181 Difficulty level high

47351658

Total students speak different languages = 15+6+6
=27If 2
student in the group speak 2 language, one student speak all three
languages.So in the 2 students , one student speak all three
languages.otherwise 3 students in the group.So student in the class =
27-2
=25

English
French = a + b
+ d + e = 6; Hindi= b + c + e + f = 15; English = d + e + f + g = 6: b + d +
f = 2; Students speaking 2 languages= b + d + f = 2; Students speaking 3
languages = e = 1;Solving these equations finally we get: a + b + c + d + f
+ g = 22 (or) a + b + c + d + e + f + g = 23. Therefore total number of
students = 23. Hence option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

182 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351659

open to more than one interpretation...

Since both the premises are particular, so no definite conclusion
follows. Hence option 4 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

183 Difficulty level high

47351659

Out of syllabus .

No, the question is asked from what is given in the syllabus.

Invalid

French

Hindi
a

b

c

Invalid
Invalid
Invalid

d

e
g

f

Invalid
Invalid

184 Incorrect answer key

47351659

in this question only conclusion 2 is follows.

Since both the premises are particular, so no definite conclusion
follows. Hence option 4 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

185 Translation error

47351659

WHEN GIVEN ABOUT SOME PENS AND BOOKS.... HOW IT WILL BE ALL
BOOKS AND PENS SAME

Since both the premises are particular, so no definite conclusion
follows. Hence option 4 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

186 Any other mistake

47351659

Some books are peper Some pepars are pens Than option 1 st is favour Since both the premises are particular, so no definite conclusion
So can say that some books are pen Plz check .
follows. Hence option 4 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

187 All options incorrect

47351660

1km in east then 5km in south thenagain 3km in eastfinally 9km in
northAs he walked in north direction the south distance has to be
minus from the north distance
9km - 5km = 4kmand as he walked
in the same direction i. e. east the distance needs 1km + 2km =
3km therefore the final distance from starting point to the to he is
standing would be 4km + 3 km = 7km but there is no option in the
answer key mentioning 7km. even though if we supposed the slanting
pathway i. e. from the start point to the end point the answer should
come near to 6km to 5.5km (least probability) note:- the second time
east walk 2km can not be minus from the remaining 4km from that of
9km.

The movements of Rakesh are as shown below: From the following
figure, DF = BC = 5km. EF = (DE - DF) = (9 - 5 = 4) = BF = CD = 2 km. AF =
AB + BF = AB + CD = 1+2 = 3 km. Therefore Rakesh's distance from the
starting point A = AE = Square root of AF2 + EF2 = Square root of 32 +
42 = 5 km. So, option 2 is the only correct answer.

Invalid

188 Any other mistake

47351661

I selected correct option 2 but in my response sheet shows selected
option as 3 so please review my answer sheet

My option was 4. I think it is irrelevant- INVALID

Invalid

189 Incorrect / Ambiguous question
190 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351662
47351662

191 Any other mistake

47351663

192 Incorrect answer key

47351663

193 Multiple correct answers

47351663

194 Multiple correct answers

47351664

195 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351664

196 Multiple correct answers

47351665

question is not correct
incorrect information
First I selected option 2 then click save &next but before submit i
reviewed and selected option 2 which is correct option but it is not
updated in my answer response sheet so please review my answer
response sheet.
Rey's syndrome caused by asprin but not acetaminophen

Q. asked from TOPIC 1.1, Subtopic-1.1.2. In course completion of diploma studentsInvalid
will be familiarized with these
in course completion of diploma students will be familiarized with these types of questions
Invalid and therefore the que
Query mentioned here is not relavent

Invalid

Query mentioned here is not related to Q3

Invalid

Diabetes insipidus characterised by thirst and heavy urination.
Amiloride is a diuretic which increases urination so it is also not used in Query mentioned here is not related to Q3
treatment of diabetes insipidus.

Invalid

here in this question as you have not mentioned the amount of
pressure(psi) to be applied the option 4 i.e 115 -118c for 30min is also The temperature 115-118 o is for aqueous / non-aqueous solutions and suspensionInvalid
applicabe
fabricks are more sensitive then surgicals and optimum temprature for
autoclave temperature-121°C - 122°Cfor 15 min is for Surgical dressings and fabricsInvalid
only. Reference:Introduction t
autoclave is 115-120 . for minimum half an hour is must for surgicals
but not for fabricks
Magnesium Trisilicate is also used as Saline cathartics. Hence,
Magnesium Sulphate and Megnesium Trisilicate both are answer.

MAGNESIUM TRISILICATE used as Antacid not saline cathratics

Invalid

197 Incorrect answer key

47351666

CALAMINE LOTION CONTAINS ZINC OXIDE AND FERRIC OXIDE

yes. Reference;text book of pharmaceutical inorganic chemistry V.N Rajasekaran Invalid

198 Incorrect answer key

47351666

Calamine is a combination of zinc oxide n titanium dioxide

zinc oxide and small portion of ferric oxide. Reference;text book of pharmaceuticalInvalid
inorganic chemistry V.N Rajase

199 Multiple correct answers
200 All options incorrect

47351666
47351667

No. Reference;text book of pharmaceutical inorganic chemistry V.N Rajasekaran
Not clear

201 Difficulty level high

47351667

Multiple answers
on
As per Syllabus given for the exam, It does not contain Titration part.
Hence this question is Out of Syllabus.

202 All options incorrect

47351667

Calcium gluconate can be assayed by titrimetric system only.

Calcium gluconate is assayed by Complexometric titration. Given in IP

203 Incorrect answer key

47351667

incorrect answer key

Answer is correct. Reference IP 1996 and Reference;text book of pharmaceutical inorganic
Invalid chemistry V.N Rajaseka

47351668

Clearing and forwarding agent means not only submitting sales tax but
also collect the returned goods from the market and replacement as
per the policies of the company. and also 3rd option maintaining the
adequate stock in the company is the function of clearing and
forwarding agent.

Topic 2.5, subtopic-2.5.1, option1-To submit the sales tax and other returns to theInvalid
respective authorities before

205 Multiple correct answers

47351668

The function of clearing and forwarding agent is warehousing and
replacement collection and maintaining the warehousing with
adequate stock for forwarding. So not only correct answer 1st , the
2nd and 3rd answer also correct.

option1-To submit the sales tax and other returns to the respective authorities before
Invalid
due date is correct. Referen

206 Incorrect answer key

47351668

Answer is given "submit sales Tax and" but if we search in litrature the
answer found different.

Reference: Principle and practice of drug store administration, Mahesh D. Burande,Invalid
1st edition page 69

207 Any other mistake

47351668

The question was "which of the following is the function of clearing and
forwarding agent?" First of all no such concept of clearing and
forwarding agent is available in dispensing or retail pharmacy. It is
mainly deal "with the import and export of goods". Hence in such
question either all options should be treated as wrong or the one
Q. is taken from D. Pharm syllabus given under the Topic 2.5, subtopic-2.5.1, option1-To
Invalidsubmit the sales tax and o
option should be given dealing with maintanence of records of
important and export of goods or medicine.
So question may be
treated as out of syllabus or closely related option wasn't provided in
options.

208 Difficulty level high

47351668

Clearing and forwarding agent not given in D pharmacy syllabus.

It is within the syllabus onlly.

209 Multiple correct answers

47351669

Indian Senna is adulterated with c.auriculata and c.obovata (Dog
Senna). But answer given only for c.auriculata. Reference :
pharmacognosy by c.k.kokate and Gokhale

My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

210 Multiple correct answers

47351669

C. obovata and C. auriculata both are adulteratants of Indian Senna so
please tell me the right answer of this Question.

211 Multiple correct answers

47351669

Option A and option B both are correct..so get marks for who chosen
option A or option B

204 Multiple correct answers

Invalid
Invalid

Syllabus was not specific and descriptive therfore I relied on specific diploma syllabus
Invalid
based books. I have not devi
Invalid

Invalid

Invalid
option 2 is correct. Option 1 is substituent.

Invalid

212 Multiple correct answers

47351669

Cassia obovata, Arabian senna and cassia auriculata are adulterants of
Indian senna.

My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

213 Incorrect answer key

47351669

Indian senna is adulterated with cassia angusitifolia,Palth senna is
adulterated with cassia auriculata

My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

47351669

Indian Senna is found to be adulterated with Dog senna (C.obovata),
Palthe senna (C.auriculata) and Mumbai, Mecca and Arabian senna
Reference Pharmacognosy Book C.K. Kokate48 th edition Chapter 9
Drug containing glycosides

My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

215 Multiple correct answers

47351669

(1) Kokate C K, Purohit A P, Gokhale S B, Pharmacognosy 42nd edition,
Nirali prakashan, Page no 8.9-8.14According to this reference casia
obovata (dog senna) and casia auriculata(palthe senna) both are
adultrant ans substitutes of indian senna.(2) Trease and Evans,
Pharmacognosy 16th edition, Saunders elsevier publication, page no
238-239According to this reference casia obovata (dog senna) and
casia auriculata (palthe senna) are in allied and adultration
category.please benifit this mark.

Casia obovata is a substituent because it is having anthroquinone glycoside.

Invalid

216 Incorrect answer key

47351669

C.angustifolia adultrants is arabian senna not c. ariculata and
auriculata is adultrant of palthi senna not vc.angustifolia

C. angustifolia is also a substituent having anthr

Invalid

217 Multiple correct answers

47351669

(1) Kokate C K, Purohit A P, Gokhale S B, Pharmacognosy 42nd edition,
Nirali prakashan, Page no 8.9-8.14According to this reference casia
obovata (dog senna) and casia auriculata(palthe senna) both are
adultrant ans substitutes of indian senna.(2) Trease and Evans,
Pharmacognosy 16th edition, Saunders elsevier publication, page no
238-239According to this reference casia obovata (dog senna) and
casia auriculata (palthe senna) are in allied and adultration category.

Reference is correct. It is given under substituent and adulterant. Only C. AuriculataInvalid
is not containing anthraquinon

218 Multiple correct answers

47351669

Both Cassia obovata and Cassia auriculata are considered to be
adulterants of Cassia angustifolia. Therefore options 1 & 4 are correct.

No. Cassia obovata is a substituent. Therfore

219 Multiple correct answers

47351669

Dear sir Indian Senna or tinbevelly Senna can be adulterated with dog
Senna cassia obovata, palthe Senna (cassia auriculata)Reference
pharmacognosy by c.k.kokate a.p.purohit

My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

214 Multiple correct answers

Invalid

220 Multiple correct answers

47351669

Dear Madam/ Sir,"Text book of Pharmacognosy by C. K. Kokate, S. B.
Gokhale, A.P. Purohith, of Nirali Prakashan" is one of the
recommended books in Proposed amendments of Pharmacy Council of
India for studying Pharmacognosy in Diploma of Pharmacy Course. On
it's latest editions' page number 9.28, under the heading of adulterants
My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.
and substitutes of Indian Senna, It is clearly mentioned that Indian
Senna is found to be adulterated with Cassia obovata, Cassia auriculata
and Mumbai, Mecca and Arabian Senna. Hence the choices of 1, 2, and
3 are correct among 4 choices of given answer.So, please do the
worthwhile as soon as possible.Thanks.

221 Multiple correct answers

47351669

INDIAN SENNA IS ADULTARED WITH C.OBOVATASOURCE- TEXT BOOK
OF PHARMACOGNOSY C.K. KOKATE FOURTY SEVENTH EDITION
VOLUME 1 PAGE-8.13

My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

222 Multiple correct answers

47351669

C.obovata(dog senna)(option 3) is an important adulterant of Indian
senna and C.auriculata is also an adulterant.Thus both are
true.Reference:Pharmacognosy by C.K..Kokate( pg no.:8.13)

My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

223 Incorrect answer key

47351669

224 Multiple correct answers

47351669

225 Multiple correct answers
226 Multiple correct answers

47351669
47351669

227 Multiple correct answers

47351669

228 Multiple correct answers

47351669

229 Multiple correct answers

47351669

Option 3 and 4 are correct answers, as Indian senna is adultrated with
Cassia obovata and Cassia auricualata.Reference : page no. 9.28, 48th
edition Pharamacognosy book by c.k kokate et al.

230 Multiple correct answers

47351669

Indian Senna adulterated with C. Obovota, C. auriculata , Arabian senna My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

231 Multiple correct answers

47351669

C.auriculata and C. obavata both are adulterants of Indian senna

232 Multiple correct answers

47351669

Indian senna also called Tinnevelly senna is adulterated with
C.Auriculata (Palthe senna) and C.OBOVOTA (Dog senna).Answer given
for c.auriculata only. need to be given for C.obovata also.(options 1 and My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.
2 are correct)Reference : Pharmacognosy by C.K.Kokate , A.P.Purohit,
S.K.Gokhale

233 Multiple correct answers

47351669

Indian senna is adultrated with c.obivata,c.arikulata and arebian senna
also

C. augustifolia is correct
According to the textbook of pharmacognosy by gokhale, kokate and
purohit C.auriculata, c. Obovata as well as Arabian Senna are the
adulterants of India senna
Arabain senna also adultrant
Arabain senna also adultrant
Indian senna also adulterated with Arabian senna as per murugesh
page no.45
Indian senna also adulterated with Arabian senna as per murugesh
book page no.45

My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.
My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.
My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.
My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.
My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.
My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

234 Multiple correct answers

47351669

235 Incorrect answer key

47351669

236 Incorrect answer key

47351669

237 Multiple correct answers
238 Incorrect answer key
239 Multiple correct answers

47351669
47351669
47351669

240 Multiple correct answers

47351669

241 Incorrect answer key

47351669

casia angustifolia c. auricalatac obovata are the adulterant of indian
senna
indian senna is adulterated by arabian senna...
answer is arabian senna your ansewer wrong pls refer once kokate
text book
Sabi senna ke adulterants h
your answer key given is incorrect
Indian senna adulterated with Arabian senna, dog senna
INDIAN SENNA CAN BE ADULTERATED WITH C.AURICULATA AND
C.OBOVATA
Indian senna is adulterated with Arabian senna

My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.
My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.
My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.
correct. My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries
Invalid
raised were regarding subst
My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.
My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.
My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalid
were regarding substituents.

242 Multiple correct answers

47351669

Source: C.K KOKATE PHARMACOGNOSY CHAPTER -8 DRUG
CONTAINING GLYCOSIDES PAGE -174-179 UNDER HEADING
ADULTERANTS AND SUBSTITUTESMENTIONED AS "TINNEVELLY SENNA
(INDIAN SENNA) IS FOUND TO BE ADULTERATED WITH DOG
NO. My question is focused on Adulterant and not on the substituent. The queries raised
Invalidwere regarding substitue
SENNA(C.obovata),Palthe senna (C.auriculata) and mumbai,Mecca and
Arabian senna mild of C.angustifolia from Arabica."As per this
information option-1 Arabian senna can also be correct kindly review
and re-score.

243 Incorrect answer key
244 Incorrect answer key
245 Incorrect answer key

47351671
47351672
47351672

Aspirin is right answer, in all books
incorrect answer key
opium contains indole ring.

246 Any other mistake

47351673

I CHOOSE OPTION 1-NIACIN BUT IN MY ANWSER SHHET IT IS SHOWING
OPTION 3- VIT B6. PROBABLY THIS DUE TO THE TECHNICAL ERROR OF
THE SYSTEM . UNDER THIS SITUATION IT IS MY EARNEST REQUEST TO Irrelavent
YOU TO PLEASE SOLVE MY PROBLEM. YOUR CO-OPERATION WILL BE
HIGHLY SOLICITED IN THIS REGARD

247 Multiple correct answers
248 Incorrect answer key

47351674
47351674

ph must having 1.5 - 4.0
pH of intestinal juice acidic in nature...

Given answer is correct from all the text book. Intestinal ph slightly alkaline ph=7-9Invalid
not acidic.
Given answer is correct from all the text book. Intestinal ph slightly alkaline ph=7-9Invalid
not acidic.

249 Any other mistake

47351674

I selected correct option 4 but in my response sheet show selected
selected option 3 which is wrong so please review my answer sheet .

option is 3 only

250 Incorrect answer key

47351674

251 Multiple correct answers

47351674

252 Difficulty level high
253 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351675
47351676

254 Multiple correct answers

47351677

255 Incorrect answer key

47351677

256 Multiple correct answers

47351677

intestinal juice ph is 2-4 while ph of intestine is 7-9.
this is where predigestion occur s while the lour portion of the
stomach is secreting HCL and pepsin until it reaches a PH between 1.5 4.0.
Very wierd question.
it is not correct question
sir first two options are correct means vitamins and glucose also
absorbed by passive diffussion only..
given answer key is incorrect
Sodium, glucose,vitamins,amino acid can also be reabsorbed from
proximal convoluted tubule.

Query raised was not relavent to Q11
Correct. Option 2- vinca

Invalid
Invalid
Invalid

Invalid

Invalid

Given answer is correct from all the text book. Intestinal ph slightly alkaline ph=7-9Invalid
not acidic.
Given answer is correct from all the text book. Intestinal ph slightly alkaline ph=7-9Invalid
not acidic.

Very bascic. Coming within the syllabus. Topic 1.5. sub-topic: 1.5.8, Anatomy Physiology
Invalidand Health education, S. B
Q. and options given were correct.
Invalid

Given option 2 is correct. Glcose, aminoacids, vitamins, bicarbonates, sodium are reabsorbed
Invalid
by active transport i

Given option 2 is correct. Glcose, aminoacids, vitamins, bicarbonates, sodium are reabsorbed
Invalid
by active transport i

Given option 2 is correct. Glcose, aminoacids, vitamins, bicarbonates, sodium are reabsorbed
Invalid
by active transport i

47351677

I selected option 1 but I'm my response sheet shows selected option 4
so please review my answer sheet .

Given option 2 is correct. Glcose, aminoacids, vitamins, bicarbonates, sodium are reabsorbed
Invalid
by active transport i

47351677

In Proximal convulted tubule not only reabsorbs
Chlorides,Sulphate,Phosphate and Urea but also reabsorbs Sodium,
Glucose, nutrients, Amino acids and potassium hence options 1st , 2nd
, 4th also answer. So all are correct options.

Given option 2 is correct. Glcose, aminoacids, vitamins, bicarbonates, sodium are reabsorbed
Invalid
by active transport i

259 Incorrect answer key

47351677

Right answer for this question is Option no.1 because Proximal
Convoluted Tubule reabsorbs essential elements of the body like
Glucose, Amino acids and Vitamins which is given in Option no.1.
Hence Given answer is Incorrect.

Given option 2 is correct. Glcose, aminoacids, vitamins, bicarbonates, sodium are reabsorbed
Invalid
by active transport i

260 Multiple correct answers

47351677

glucose and amino acid 100% reabsorbbut urea is 50% and phosphate
80% reabsorb from proximal distal tubeso answer is also right

Given option 2 is correct. Glcose, aminoacids, vitamins, bicarbonates, sodium are reabsorbed
Invalid
by active transport i

261 Multiple correct answers

47351677

262 Incorrect answer key

47351677

263 Multiple correct answers

47351677

257 Any other mistake

258 Multiple correct answers

Given option 2 is correct. Glcose, aminoacids, vitamins, bicarbonates, sodium are reabsorbed
Invalid
by active transport i
Multiple answers
Sodium is the major ion which is reabsorbed from proximal convoluted
Given option 2 is correct. Glcose, aminoacids, vitamins, bicarbonates, sodium are reabsorbed
Invalid
by active transport i
tubule
In the proximal convulted tubule(PCT) reabsorbs Chlorides, Sulphate,
Phosphate, and Urea but also reabsorbs Sodium, Glucose, Nutients,
Potassium and Amino acids. So answer 1st, 2nd, 3rd also currect.

Given option 2 is correct. Glcose, aminoacids, vitamins, bicarbonates, sodium are reabsorbed
Invalid
by active transport i
It is within the syllabus ,difficult level &extended thinking. Topic 2.6,
subtopic2.6.1.
Reference ;A textbook of hospital and clinical pharmacy Anees
siddiqqui parverz &seemi siddiqqui 1st edition.

264 Difficulty level high

47351678

NONLIN programme question is very tuff and high level
question...please delete the question or give the marks for this.

265 Difficulty level high

47351678

out of syllabus

266 Difficulty level high

47351678

267 Difficulty level high

47351678

268 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351678

269 Difficulty level high

47351680

This question is very high level. We never read and never see in books i
searched so many books and in google also I did not get question.
Given in book. Health education and Community Pharmacy, N. K. Jain, 1st edition, 61
Invalid
Please add the mark for this question.

270 Difficulty level high

47351680

Nesfield tablet not given in D pharmacy syllabus.

TOPIC-2-6, Sub-topic-2.6.1
Evaluation information or extended thinking.
NONLIN programme is not in given D pharmacy syllabus. difficulty level
Difficult level
is high.

This question not a diploma level question this is very high level
question. We never heard and not studied. So delete or add the mark
for this question.
NONLIN is incorrect word. i have not read such word in Pharmacy
textbook.It should be Non-linear. That shows pharmaco kinetic
property.So Question was wrong.

Invalid

Invalid
Invalid

Evaluation information or extended thinking.

Invalid

Difficult level

Invalid

TOPIC 1.6. SUB-TOPIC-1.6.4

Invalid

271 Difficulty level high

47351680

Highlevel question and very tuff. I read many books I never found this
question. Please add the marks for this question.

Evaluation information, difficult level

Invalid

272 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351680

Nesfield is a method of purification of water but in question it's given
as nesfield Tablet. In nesfield method iodine , sodium iodide and citric
acid used for purification of water.Question need to be cancelled.

Reference: Health education and Community Pharmacy, N. K. Jain, 1st edition

Invalid

273 Difficulty level high
274 Difficulty level high

47351680
47351680

Not understand
high level question

Difficult level
yes.

Invalid
Invalid

275 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351680

Dear Madam/ Sir,Nesfield Tablet is neither a trademarked name for
any tablet nor a single tablet. So, this question must have a language
like "Tablets used in Nesfield's Method Contains" instead of "Nesfield
Tablet Contains".It's actually, a mixture of two tablets used for
purifying drinking water and sterilizing water. One of them contains
mixture of iodide and iodate of sodium and other one contains citric
acid. And when these two mixed in water, liberates iodine for it's
bactericidal power. And answers included Iodine (which is a byInvalid N. K. Jain, 1
Difficult level. Need extended thinking. Ref: Health education and Community Pharmacy,
product) among their main ingredients while leaving behind Sodium
Iodate (which is among main ingredient).My source of information
includeshttps://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/df22/c410d7f158f3886d70cdd779545
dae0745a8.pdfSo, Madam/Sir, as this question have quite a lot of
ambiguities both in it's language and also in answer choices, this must
be a bonus mark question.So, please do the worthwhile as soon as
possible.Thanks.

276 Multiple correct answers

47351681

277 Difficulty level high

47351681

278 Any other mistake

47351681

279 Multiple correct answers

Trench fever caused by rickettsi bacterium, it is also called as rickettsi
quintana
NOT INCLUDED IN THE SYLLABUS

Given option is correct,rickett bacterium not given.

Invalid

Topic 1.6, sub-topic 1.6. 5

Invalid

I selected correct option which is option 4 but in my response sheet
shows selected option 2 so please review my response sheet

option is 1

Invalid

47351682

Good

ok

Invalid

280 Difficulty level high

47351682

National leprosy programme is not mentioned in syllabus of allopathy,
we studied only antileprotic drugs. It is ok if this question is asked in
general knowledge section but here in allopathy section difficulty level
of question is high

TOPIC 1.6. SUBTOPIC- 1.6.6

Invalid

281 Multiple correct answers

47351683

Oral poilio is also inactive vaccine.....

in course completion of diploma students will be familiarized with these types of questions
Invalid and therefore the que

282 Any other mistake

47351683

I selected correct option 3 but in my answer sheet selected option 2
which is wrong answer so please review the my answer sheet

OPTION 4 IS CORRECT

283 Multiple correct answers

47351683

Oral polio ia also not a live attenuated vaccine

in course completion of diploma students will be familiarized with these types of questions
Invalid and therefore the que

Invalid

284 Incorrect answer key

47351683

LIVE ATTENTUATED VACCINE IS PRESENT IN ALL EXCEPT MEASELS

in course completion of diploma students will be familiarized with these types of questions
Invalid and therefore the que

285 Multiple correct answers

47351684

Warferin is also correct.EDTA is most appropriate for this question.

NOT RELAVENT TO Q.24

286 Any other mistake

47351684

As per hospital & Clinical pharmacy theory and Practical by Dr.Pratibha
Nand &Dr. Roop K.Khar page No.259 . For this question correct answer
OPTION4. Introduction to pharmaceutics – II, Ashok K. Gupta, 4th edition, Page 9 Invalid
is Occassionally (as needed)...so correct option for this is 2 ...so please
consider my objection on this question ...key option is wrong.

287 Any other mistake

47351685

First I selected option 4 then click on save & next but before submit I
reviewed and selected option 2 which is correct answer so please
consider my request and review the my answer sheet

Deviating from the questionier

Invalid

288 Incorrect answer key

47351685

incorrect answer key

Correct. Option 2-

Invalid

289 Any other mistake

47351686

I selected correct option 2 but in my answer sheet shows selected
option as 1 which is wrong so please review the my answer sheet

option 3

Invalid

290 Incorrect answer key

47351686

antifungal is also can be answer

Anti fungal is the answer

Invalid

291 Incorrect answer key

47351686

Any other option may be correct but First option is not correct.

yes

Invalid

292 Multiple correct answers

47351686

The answer is given Antifungal ointment but sometimes it is prescribed
in bacteria skin infection like acne vulgaris etc. So Antibiotic and
option 3, Antifungal only. Introduction to pharmaceutics – II, Ashok K. Gupta, 4th edition,
Invalid page 186
antifungal both options could be right

293 Multiple correct answers

47351686

294 All options incorrect

47351688

295 All options incorrect

47351688

296 Multiple correct answers

47351688

297 Incorrect answer key

47351688

Benzoic acid,salicylic acid,nystatin ointment also used as anti
eczematious purpose
sodium chloride is 8.60% not 0.86%
Ringer lactate solution contain Lactate- 28 m eq or sometimes it also
contain sodium lactate. So option given in the question is incorrect.
Respected sir, according to some sources the ringers solutions contain
lactic acid also..
you gave the answer key wrong

298 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351688

The question was asked?that what is the composition "Ringers
injection"? Instead of Ringers injection it should be Ringer lactate
injection! Or If it was the Question related to Ringer injection only
then? options might eiven wrongly . Because Ringers injection contain
only 0.9 % of Nacl. Hence it was ambiguous question in both ways
either options should be treated as wrong or directly question should
be treated as wrong .

299 Incorrect answer key
300 Incorrect answer key

47351689
47351689

Reye syndrome is due to risk of drug aspirin .
reye syndrome is related with aspirin

Invalid

Wrong, Reference: Introduction to pharmaceutics – II, Ashok K. Gupta, 4

Invalid

8.6 % is wrong. See the unit.

Invalid

deviating from the questionier

Invalid
Invalid

option is 2. KEY IS CORRECT

Invalid

Don’t deviate

Invalid

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

47351689

Reye syndrome caused with aspirin not acetoaminophen( pcm) so right
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
answer is aspirin

302 Incorrect answer key

47351689

Reyes syndrome characterized by fatty charge inbthe liver and
endematous encephalopathy following ASPIRINC use (or)Reyes
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
syndrome occurs in children who have a recent viral infection such as
chickenpox or flu takingcASPIRINVto treat such infection .

303 Incorrect answer key

47351689

Right Answer is Aspirin (Reference Essential of Medical Pharmacology,
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
K.D. Tripathi, 6 th Edition Chapter No. 14, Page no.189 Second Last
Paragraph)

304 Multiple correct answers

47351689

The drug which indicated for patients at risk of Reye disesaes is?Answer
given by you: AcetaminophenMy explanation is that Ibuprofen also one Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
of the drug of choice for the treatment of Reye disease.

305 Incorrect answer key

47351689

Tripathi K D, Essentials of Medial Pharmacology, 6th edition, Jaypee
brother medical Publishers (P) Ltd, Page no 187-189.Asprin shows this
indication.please have a look.

306 Incorrect answer key

47351689

Tripathi K D, Essentials of Medial Pharmacology, 6th edition, Jaypee
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
brother medical Publishers (P) Ltd, Page no 187-189please have a look.

307 Incorrect answer key

47351689

308 Incorrect answer key

47351689

309 Multiple correct answers

47351689

310 Incorrect answer key

47351689

311 Incorrect answer key
312 Incorrect answer key

47351689
47351689

313 Incorrect answer key

47351689

314 Incorrect answer key

47351689

315 Multiple correct answers

47351689

316 Incorrect answer key
317 Incorrect answer key

47351689
47351689

Soory indomethacin .... can be another alternativeMy earlier objection
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
to this question was wrong
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
you gave incorrect answer key . actually it is aspirin
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
Reyes syndrome is caused by Aspirin

318 Incorrect answer key

47351689

answer is asprin your answer acetaminophene in corect

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

319 Incorrect answer key

47351689

reys syndrome caused by aspirin tablet

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

301 Incorrect answer key

reye syndrome is side effect of aspirin and this drugs is not useful for
below the12 years children . so the right answer of this question is
aspirin.
reye syndrome is side effect of aspirin and this drugs is not useful for
below the12 years children . so the right answer of this question is
aspirin.
first three options are right
AS PER BOOK ESSENTIAL OF PHARMACOLOGY BY K D TRIPATHI.
ASPIRIN IS CAUSING REYE SYNDROME AS ADVERSE EFFECT NOT
ACETAMINOPHEN. SO CORRECT ANSWER IS ASPIRIN NOT
ACITAMINOPHEN
Aspirin is the correct answer.....
Aspirin is risk of ryes syndrome in children
Respected sir, after referring some books and online sources the
correct ans for this question is: Aspirin
Reye syndrome caused due to Aspirin and not due to acetaminophen .

Correct reference. Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome.
InvalidDrug which is indicated o

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

320 Incorrect answer key
321 Incorrect answer key
322 Incorrect answer key

47351689
47351689
47351689

Right answer is asprine
The should be "Aspirin".Aspirin cause Reye syndrome.
Reyes syndrome is caused due to aspirin.

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

323 Incorrect answer key

47351689

Reye syndrome caused by ASPIRIN. Reye’s syndrome is a rare but
serious disease that causes swelling in the liver and brain. It can affect
people of any age, but it is most often seen in children and teenagers
recovering from a virus such as the flu or chickenpox.Studies have
found that the main risk factor for Reye’s syndrome is taking aspirin or
other related drugs, called salicylates

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

324 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351689

aspirin is contra indicated in reye syndrome not 'indicated'

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

325 Multiple correct answers

47351689

REYES SYNDROME CAN BE TREATED BY ASPIRIN, INDOMETHACIN AND
IBUPRFEN ALSO... GIVEN MULTIPLE ANSWERS

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

Option No.1 Aspirin is the right answer for this question because in
more than 90 % of the case of Reye's Syndrome in children is
associated with Aspirin. Hence, the given answer key is incorrect for
this question.
Aspirin also risk factior to reye syndrome

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

326 Incorrect answer key

47351689

327 Incorrect answer key

47351689

328 Multiple correct answers

47351689

Patients with risk of Reye Syndrome can be use alternative to aspirin
like paracetamol (acetaminophen) or ibuprofen

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

329 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351689

Aspirin is responsible for Rey's syndrome not acetaminophen

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

330 Incorrect answer key

47351689

Reye's syndrome effect is due to Aspirin, not due to acetaminophen

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

331 Multiple correct answers

47351689

aspirin causes the Reyes syndrome

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

332 Multiple correct answers

47351689

aspirin greatly increase the risk of reye's. specially in children

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

333 Incorrect answer key

47351689

As per google "Reye's syndrome is a rare disorder that causes brain and
liver damage. ... Reye's syndrome usually occurs in children who have
had a recent viral infection, such as chickenpox or the flu. Taking aspirin
to treat such an infection greatly increases the risk of Reye's. Both
chickenpox and the flu can cause headaches."2-KDT TRIPATHI BOOK OF
PHARMACOLOGY CHAPTER -14 NASIDS AND ANTIPYRETIC-ANALGESIC
PAGE-189 UNDER ADVERSE EFFECTS PART (C) MENTIONED AS"aspirin
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
therapy in children with rehumatiod arthrities has been found to raise
serum transaminase,indicating liver damage. Most cases are
asymptomatic but it is potentially dangerous. An association between
salicylate therapy and reye's syndrome, a rare form of hepatic
enacephalopathy seen in children having viral (varicella,influenza)
infection has been noted As per above information Aspirin option 4 can
also be the correct answer kindly review and re-score..

334 Incorrect answer key

47351689

Rey syndrome will occur due to Asprin

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

335 Any other mistake

47351689

ACCORDING TO THE STANDARD BOOK THE ANSWER WILL BE ASPIRIN
BECAUSE REYE SYNDROME HAS A INDICATION OF ASPIRIN .

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

336 Incorrect answer key

47351689

Reye's syndrome is a rare disorder that causes brain and liver damage.
... Reye's syndrome usually occurs in children who have had a recent
viral infection, such as chickenpox or the flu. Taking aspirin to treat
such an infection greatly increases the risk of Reye's.Pugliese, A;
Beltramo, T; Torre, D (October 2008). "Reye's and Reye's-like
syndromes". Cell biochemistry and function. 26 (7): 741–6.

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

337 Incorrect answer key

47351689

Reye syndrome associated with aspirin

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

338 Multiple correct answers

47351689

in aspirin therapy REYES syndromes in seen in children having viral
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
infection more detail you can get information in KD tripathi page no 189

339 Incorrect answer key

47351689

Rey syndrome is caused by aspirin

340 Multiple correct answers

47351689

Reyes syndrome usually occur in children who have had a recent viral
infection ,such chickenfox,flu.so taking ASPIRIN to treat such infection .
Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
(OR) Reyes syndrome characterized by fatty change in liver and
edematous encephalopathy following ASPIRIN is used.

341 Incorrect answer key

47351689

Aspirin is the answer

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

342 Multiple correct answers

47351689

Option 2 and 3 are correct answers, because both acetaminophen and
ibuprofen are indicated safe to treat reye's syndrome.Refer:
https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/reyessyndrome/symptoms-causes/syc-20377255

343 Incorrect answer key

47351689

Reye Syndrome is caused by Asprin (Salicylic acid) but answer is given
Acetaminophen which is incorrect.The correct answer is (4).Asprin

344 Incorrect answer key

47351689

345 Incorrect answer key

47351689

346 Incorrect answer key

47351689

347 Incorrect answer key

47351689

348 Multiple correct answers

47351690

349 Multiple correct answers
350 Any other mistake

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

incorrect answer is provided
ASPIRIN IS MAINLY RESPONSIBLE FOR REYE SYNDROMESOURCE- TEXT
BOOK OF PHARMACOLOGY,TARA V SHANBHAGPAGE-208, REPRINTED
EDITION-2012
Ans. 2(aspirine)
Correct answer is Aspirin because Ray's syndrome is the adverse effect
of Aspirin
FREE AMINO GROUP IS PRESENT IN SULPHATHIOZOLE ALSO BUT WITH
SUBSTITUTIONS LIKE SULPHYL AND PTHAYL HAS GIVEN ALONG WITH
SOLAPSONE

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

47351690

50% urea also get reabsorbed from Proximal Convulated tuble.

Deviated from Q30

Invalid

47351691

I selected option 4 which is correct but in my response sheet shows
selected option as 1 so please review my answer sheet

option 3 is correct

Invalid

351 Multiple correct answers

47351692

in this question the first option SULPHAMETHOXYPYRIDAZINE is also
correct answer. sulphamethoxypyridazine is a sulfonamide
antibacterial and it is an alternative for DAPSONE. Both are highly
Sulphamethoxy pyridazine is used for dermatitis herpetiformis. Solely used drug forInvalid
leprosy is DAPSONE
effective in controlling the skin diseases in 97% of patients with
dapsone and 89%on sulphamethoxypyridazine according to the clinical
studies

352 Multiple correct answers

47351693

Sir digitalis can be used for congestive heart failure due to ischemia....

QUESTION asked in difficult level and Strategic thinking

Invalid

353 Any other mistake

47351693

I CHOOSE OPTION 4 DURING THE EXAMINATION. BUT IN THE ANWSER
SHEET IT IS SHOWING OPTION 2.

deviated

Invalid

354 Any other mistake

47351693

I selected option 3 but in my answer response sheet shows selected
option as 4 so please review my answer response sheet

deviated

Invalid

355 Multiple correct answers
356 Translation error

47351693
47351694

NO. OPTION 4. QUESTION asked in difficult level and Strategic thinking. Ref:
TOPIC 2.5, SUBTOPIC 2.5. 1

Invalid
Invalid

357 Incorrect answer key

47351695

358 Any other mistake

47351696

multiple correct answers.
it is irrelative
obstructive jaundice is caused by the imbalance in the creatinine
concentration.

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients

Aspin is contraindicated for the patient at the risk of Reye syndrome. Drug which isInvalid
indicated or given for patients
Sulphacetamide. Text Book of Medicinal Chemistry Volume II, K. Ilango and P. Valentina,
Invalid1st edition

Basic understanding , and easy. Ref: A textbook of Hospital and Clinical Pharmacy, Anees
InvalidA. Siddiqui, Imran Parver

ACCORDING TO THE STANDARD BOOK ANSWER WILL BE A DICUMAROL Wrong. Essential of medical pharmacology 7 th edition, KD TRIPATHI, Page 617

Invalid

47351696

Option no 1 C.obovata is most appropriate answer for this question.See
Not relavent to Q 36
In pharmacognosy book by C.k.kokate page no 179.

360 Incorrect / Ambiguous question

47351696

Source Google
Link:https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17484616Clearly
mentioned as "EDTA has been recommended as the anticoagulant of
choice for hematological testing because it allows the best preservation
of cellular components and morphology of blood cells. The remarkable
Deviated from the query. Ref: Essential of medical pharmacology 7 th edition, KD TRIPATHI,
Invalid Page 617
expansion in laboratory test volume and complexity over recent
decades has amplified the potential spectrum of applications for this
anticoagulant, which can be used to stabilize blood for a variety of
traditional and innovative tests. " so EDTA should also be one of the
option. Kindly review once and if i am correct re score.

361 Multiple correct answers
362 Multiple correct answers

47351696
47351696

363 Multiple correct answers

47351696

364 Incorrect answer key

47351696

365 Multiple correct answers

47351697

366 Any other mistake

47351697

I selected correct option 3 but I'm my response sheet shows selected
option as 1 which is wrong so please review my answer

367 Multiple correct answers

47351697

which one of the following is not used in the treatment of diabetes
insipidus?Answer given by you is: ketoconazoleMy explanation is that
amiloride also one of the option which is not used in the treatment of
diabetes insipidus. How means, in diabetes insipidius urine production
Amiloride is classified under thiazide diuretics ,so it is not a correct choice ,ketoconazole
Invalidwhich is antifugal not use
is very high. The amiloride drug which is comes under the classification
of diuretics which causes passing of more urine. if we treat with
amiloride results in more passing of urine occurs. Finally it leads to
death of patient due to dehydration.

368 Multiple correct answers

47351699

Nicotinic receptor causes parotid gland secretion(salivary gland
secretion and gastric juice secretion (option 1)) and also muscle
twitghing(option 2).Thus both options are correct.

359 Any other mistake

Warfarin can also be use as anticoagulant
Heparin generaly used in laboratory
According to k.d. tripathi textbook of pharmacology 6th edition page
no. 697 both heparin as well as sodium citrate are used as a in-vitro
anticoagulants
warfarine anticoagulant is used in blood samples collection for
transfusion.
Amiloride also correct answer, being Amiloride is a Diuretic, we should
give to the patients wit Diabetes Inspidus, which increases further more
frequency.

Invalid

Warfarin is oral anticoagulant
Heparin is parenteral anticoagulant

Invalid
Invalid

YES. Essential of medical pharmacology 7 th edition, KD TRIPATHI, Page 617

Invalid

Wrong. Essential of medical pharmacology 7 th edition, KD TRIPATHI, Page 617

Invalid

Amiloride is classified under thiazide diuretics ,so it is not a correct choice ,ketoconazole
Invalidwhich is antifugal not use

Deviated from the query. Ref: Essential of medical pharmacology 7 th edition, KD TRIPATHI,
Invalid Page 617

No. INCREASED SECREATION OF SALIVA &GASTRIC GLAND BY MUSCARINIC receptor
Invalid
not by nicotinic receptor. Re

